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Too much pleasure is sometimes a sin...

The View From Here

This week at Marian College features the annual "Club Day", which gives all students, especially frosh, the opportunity to view and choose the campus activity of their liking. At a college like Marian, clubs could play a most important role. But in this editor's years at MC, it seems that clubs are often like viewing a crime - no one seems to care. Kris Ronzone is faced with an architectural task that few would enjoy. The CARBON encourages all to support the inter-club council by supporting the clubs of your choice. All that has been missing in our clubs the past few years might be attributed to missing students.

The religious clubs have been revamped and perhaps herein is the significant club story of the year. Under the title of ACTION, religion is finally on the move in our Catholic institution. The objective of the college states that "Marian College provides for its Catholic students a sound program of theological and liturgical formation in the spirit of contemporary scholarship and practice." Sounds good and we imagine it includes something about religion. But does it? For the most part, religion on campus has been dead. ACTION seeks change and we applaud their efforts.

ACTION seeks to bring an extracurricular meaning to the faith, by bringing its movement into the community. They will move away from the personal structure which has headed past movements on campus. Indeed, personal relationships with the faith are for everyone individually, but to bring religion back to the community we must appeal to the community. The CARBON urges you to investigate ACTION and the broad program they are effecting. We are sure the movement will offer something that appeals to almost everyone. In fact you don't even have to be a Catholic. Religious faith is truly a personal experience, but 'keeping it to ourselves is not the Christian message. The time is right for ACTION and God's still top man in the movement.

Backtalk continued (read pg 24 proceed here)

Intramurals

Results of Sunday, October 2, show power in the NFL and tight competition in the AFL action in the '66 Sunday Combat.

\[\begin{array}{llll}
\text{ NFL } & \text{ AFL } \\
\text{ Brains } - 14 & \text{ P.B.R.'s } - 35 \\
\text{ C.F.'s } - 0 & \text{ Freshmen } - 0 \\
\text{ Manuah III } - 18 & \text{ Pontius } & \text{ Drivers } - 0 \\
\text{ Terrible Tom } - 13 & \text{ Werner's Stock } - 7 \\
\text{ Packers } - 7 & \text{ Beer Barons } - 13 \\
\text{ Grapestompers } - 6 & \text{ Sunday, October 2 } \\
\end{array}\]

While the guys are outside, the ladies have moved into the gym Monday and Wednesday evenings for volleyball. Settle your supper with a view of the battling bods.

Booster Club News

BC officers are pleased with newly found interest in BC events. The officers emphasize that everyone on campus is a member of the club. Come to the next meeting, everyone.

P.S. The Dodgers lost it in l.
WHO LIVES IN THE DORM?

George Hyneck, the dorm's dayhop rep or is it the dayhops' dorm rep? Well, anyway, George, whatever he is has taken the first steps necessary to organize the day students. He has formulated, along with a dayhop committee, a questionnaire which will be circulated in the Perc the early part of next week. The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine exactly what the majority of day-hops would like to see done here on Campus. Some have expressed a desire to have Marian's facilities opened to them during vacation periods, so that they could make use of the gym, lake, and library. (Would you believe the gym and lake?) A number have mentioned the idea of having a dance during Christmas vacation. It now appears that these long-awaited desires will materialize into action.

Many day students may not like the idea of having a dorm student as their representative, but the fact that George is willing to work makes this prejudice seem immaterial. At any rate in his heart he's a day-hop, and in your heart you know he's right.
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PROLETARIATS PLAY POLITICS - THE FROSH VOTE

The boys and girls on campi take the first real step to adulthood this Friday when they cast ballots for their class officers. This is one of the few times in which the election of frosh's LizTaylor and Rich Burton would set the stage for a box office failure. If elected they will present the production "A Politician's Dilemma." This is a one act, one line play in which Rich comes out on stage, embraces Liz and asks, "Now what do we do?" Such a drama may increase the future size of Marian College, but it won't do a thing for student government.

On the National scene, movie stars are becoming politicians and politicians are being transformed into movie stars, but, for God's sake, let's keep the habit in California. All the frosh need is Sophia Loren and Cary Grant for officers and they'll be members of a twilight zone they've yet to experience.
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HELP WANTED - ONE MORE TIME

Major Schnieders, assistant athletic director, Sports Information director, and above all, a student at Marian College has once again purchased space in everyone's weekly Carbon. Schnieders desperately needs a manager for the ball clubs, particularly the MC baseball Knights. Anyone interested in the glory of dirty socks, trips to such dreamland paradies as Covington, Kentucky should contact either the Major or the Cleon.

STUDENT PROTEST

Chairs are for sitting, and carpets for walking, only on weekends.
A nun's always squawking.
Clare Hall parlors are only for guests, (for Sister's relatives -- only the best.)

When a student
Tries to use one,
Should he even dare.
A nun appears and quotes the rule.
That rule is quite unfair.

Tearing up sofas, and ripping a chaise lounge,
Sticking gum under tables room-round,
Feet upon antiques,
And dirt upon feet:

Thoughts such as these make the poor Sisters weep.

We are adults.
We behave well.
Yes, we really try.
That we don't know how to treat a chair, is really quite hard to buy.

(To be sung to the tune of "These are a few of my favorite things.")
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HOW ABOUT OUR FIRST LETTER OF THE YEAR

Dear CARBON and CARBON readers,

In re: The childish attitude of some of the students (especially Mary Leahy) towards the artistic contribution to the men's dorm (the noted art critics of MC).

It has come to our attention that art of any kind is misunderstood by the majority of the students on this campus. Let us explain that our representation of the tree of knowledge was originally intended for the foyer of the new library. But since the library plans are still in progress, it was decided that the statue put on display for appreciation instead of being left in the basement of the Ad Building, where it was constructed last spring.

Art comes in many forms - including chicken wire, cement, stained glass, and steel fatures. We advise the noted critics to learn something about art, to study the statue for what it is, and then formulate an opinion (be it favorable or unfavorable) for themselves.

Marie DePasse & Martha Gorman

P.S. We are not going to cut a fingernail on it!

THE CARBON TALKS BACK

Last week's thumb in the mouth critique of the object de arte over there obviously has caused a problem of semantics. The difficulty was apparently over the word "meaningless." If there was one thing about which we of the CARBON were certain, it was that that abortion of aesthetic beauty had a meaning; and we are now

(continued - get this - on page 1.)